Office 365 Risk and Threat
Protection Solution

Office 365 Security Challenges
Office 365 is one of the most highly utilized SaaS
products in the world, also making it a highly
targeted environment.
Unfortunately, in efforts to promote adoption of the
cloud version of their productivity suite, Microsoft
has allowed inadequate default security protections,
threat detection and native investigation tools.

Cybercriminals and statesponsored cyberterrorism
Ransomware and malware
Phishing
Corporate espionage
Disgruntled employees

In addition, navigating the complex and multiple
dashboards, confusing licensing and rapid changes
has left many administrators frustrated. Microsoft
Cloud Solution Providers (CSPs) often represent that
they are configuring security, however the focus is
on operational deployment and basic security
settings.
SecureSky provides the expertise with a step by step
process to secure your Office 365 environment and
detect any changes to protective controls or threats
to the environment or users.

Our additional services for Office 365 provide continuous hardening and protection of the environment and can be customized to operate within an organization’s security program.

The Threat is Real

SecureSky Protects Against:
• Business Email Compromise
• Ransomware and Malware
• Phishing
• Account Attacks

Global annual ransomware
damages predicted to reach

A ransomware attack
predicted every

$11.5 billion

14 seconds

in 2019*

by the end of 2019*

$

• Tenant Attacks
• Endpoint Compromise
• Configuration Risk

$1.3 billion of losses reported from Business
Email Compromise (BEC) to the FBI in 2018

*According to Cybersecurity Ventures

Office 365 Risk and Threat
Protection Solution

SecureSky’s Office 365 Risk and Threat Protection Solution Suite
• O365 Security and Compliance Assessment, with detailed remediation guidance on protecting O365
• SecureSky Active Protection Platform
• Risk and threat management dashboards
• Continuous validation and automated security
policy and compliance enforcement
• Advanced Threat Detection policies
• One-click configuration, policy and threat
remediation
• Integrated threat intelligence to provide realtime protection against emerging threats
• Customized Managed Detection and Response
(MDR) Services
• Tier 3 and 4 intrusion analysts, forensic
investigators and engineers to support your
SOC, NOC or Security personnel
• Threat hunting
• Expert analysis of your threat landscape to
identify and deploy protective hardening recommendations

SecureSky’s Additional Services to Support Office 365
• Deployment and enablement of additional Microsoft/O365 security and compliance features or tools
such as Windows Defender or Azure Sentinel
• Project-based remediation assistance if MDR Services are not in scope

Who We Are

Contact Us

SecureSky delivers a complete portfolio of cloud security and

For more information, please reach out.

compliance solutions to help organizations secure their cloud

e: info@SecureSky.com

applications, services and environments.

p: +1 833.4SecSky (+1 833.473.2759)

The SecureSky Active Protection Platform delivers full visibility

w: SecureSky.com

and real-time response to current and emerging threats across the
entire cloud stack.
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